Exploiting the residual redundancy in a source coder output stream during the decoding process has been proven to be a bandwidth efficient way to combat the noisy channel degradations. In this paper, we consider soft reconstruction of speech spectrum, in GSM adaptive multirate and IS-641 vocoders, transmitted over a channel disturbed with noise and/or packet loss. Several schemes are presented which exploit different levels of intraframe and interframe residual redundancy for improved source decoding at the receiver. A packetization strategy is proposed which is matched to the presented error concealment units. For decoders that exploit the residual redundancy, extensive complexity has been a serious concern, especially as the quantizer bitrate increases . In this paper, a novel method is presented to construct reduced complexity algorithms. The proposed methodology is based on the classification of the signal domain and efficient approximation of the residual redundancy or the a priori transition probabilities. The presented schemes provide high quality error concealment solutions for code excited linear prediction (CELP) coders.
Soft Reconstruction of Speech in the Presence of Noise and Packet Loss
Farshad Lahouti and Amir K. Khandani have found increasing attention [2] - [25] . One of the reasons for such interest is the fact that these techniques provide improved signal protection against channel errors, with no additional bandwidth requirement, using only the redundancy left due to suboptimal source coding. Researchers have suggested to employ the residual redundancy for improving the performance of channel coders, e.g., [3] - [7] or designing effective source decoders (error concealment units), e.g., [8] - [21] . Also, iterative schemes that exploitthese redundancies during both channel and source decoding processes have been proposed [22] - [24] . In general, the problem is formulated in the form of a maximum a posteriori detection or a minimum mean squared error (MMSE) estimation. For design of source decoders, JSC-based techniques that exploit the residual redundancy replace the conventionally heuristic approaches of error concealment with a formulation within the formal framework of estimation theory. There are two challenges, however, in using such techniques to combat the effect of noise and packet loss in speech communications applications. First, although these techniques provide effective solutions, in general, they could be complex for practical applications as underlined, e.g., in [14] , [15] , and [26] . The issue of complexity becomes more severe for quantizers with higher rates, as the complexity grows exponentially with quantizer bitrate [26] . Second, with the exception of [28] which considers a packet erasure channel, the prior art in this area have so far concentrated on designing joint source channel coding schemes in presence of channel degradations at the bit level. However, in some important applications, the transmitted speech signal is exposed to both noise and packet loss. Examples of particular interest include the communications over wireless packet networks, and the scenario when the communication involves both a wireless and a (packet-based) wireline link. As described below, solutions to these two challenges are proposed in this paper.
In the context of methods for combating packet loss in speech transmission, researchers have taken several different approaches which can be categorized as follows. 1) One category is comprised of methods that perform packet loss concealment (PLC) at the receiver. Among them, waveform substitution techniques replace the missing segments of speech (in the time domain) with estimates constructed from previous or future available speech segments [29] - [33] . Recently, a waveform substitution algorithm [34] based on pitch detection has been proposed for G.711 pulse code modulation (PCM) speech coding standard [35] . PLC methods for code excited linear prediction (CELP)-based coders often replace the missing parameters with the corresponding parameters of the previous frame [36] and use scaled-down gains [37] . Similar error concealment techniques are used in the recently proposed standard for global system for mobile communications (GSM)-adaptive multirate (AMR) codec [38] and the North American standard IS-641 [40] . Methods that use both previous and future speech frames for packet loss concealment in CELP-based coders are reported in [41] , [42] . 2) Another category of PLC algorithms operate with certain coordination with the transmitter side. Methods based on forward error correction transmit redundant repair data to recover lost packets [44] - [48] . Diversity schemes based on multiple description coding (MDC) also fall into the same category [49] - [51] . Both forward error correction (FEC)-based and MDC-based techniques impose additional delay; however, as opposed to the former, the latter schemes may not necessarily require additional bandwidth. 3) A third category includes the approaches that also require certain support from the network. In [52] and [53] , the speech coder output is transmitted using packets with different priorities and the scheme relies on the network to drop the packets with low priorities during congestion periods. Currently, such a support may only exist in a proprietary network. In this paper, we present error concealment solutions for efficient reconstruction of speech in presence of noise and/or packet loss. The suggested techniques exploit the redundancy in the source coder output stream in a joint source channel coding framework. A novel scheme is proposed which substantially reduces the complexity of the algorithms. This scheme is based on an approximation of the a priori transition probabilities. We also present a packetization strategy based on the MDC concepts which is matched to the suggested error concealment schemes.
Our particular attention is on the recent standard GSM-AMR speech codec and the IS-641 codec. We focus on the reconstruction of the linear predictive coding (LPC) coefficients. These coefficients represent the short-term spectral information of speech within a frame, and preserving them plays a major role in the quality of the reconstructed speech. In the IS-641 codec, the LPC coefficients are quantized in the line spectral frequency (LSF) representation [54] using a split-VQ [55] . The same scheme is also used in all but one of the eight modes of the GSM-AMR codec. The presented techniques exploit different levels of intraframe and interframe residual redundancy and numerical results demonstrate that they provide effective solutions for reconstruction of speech spectrum parameters in the presence of noise and/or packet loss. Our comparisons show that substantial gains compared to the error concealment method of the standard is achieved and the level of gain is directly related to the amount of residual redundancy exploited.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The notations and system model are described in Section II. Section III presents the error concealment techniques. The method to approximate the a priori transition probabilities and discussion on how it leads to the complexity reduced algorithms are presented in Section IV. Section V presents the packetization strategy. Numerical results and comparisons are included in Section VI. Finally, concluding remarks are provided in Section VII. 
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Notations
The notations used in this paper are as follows. The capital letters, e.g., , represent random variables, while the small letters, e.g., , represent a realization. We replace the probability by in most instances when it does not lead to a confusion. The vectors are shown bold faced, e.g., . The lower index indicates the time instant, e.g., is the vector at time instant . The upper index in parenthesis indicates components of a vector or bit positions representing an integer value, e.g., , where is the dimension of the vector . A sequence of variables over time, e.g., ,
is denoted by . For simplicity, we represent by . The dimensional Cartesian product of a set is represented by that consists of dimensional vectors whose components are taken from .
B. System Overview
The block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1 . The source coder is a mapping from an -dimensional Euclidean space into a finite index set of elements. It is composed of two components: the quantizer and the index generator . The quantizer maps the input sample to one of the reconstruction points or codewords in the codebook , . The index generator then maps this codeword to an index (symbol) in the index set . The bitrate of the quantizer is given by bits/symbol (or bits/dim). At the receiver, for each transmitted -bit index , a vector with components is received which provides information about . The reconstructor (source decoder) maps to an output sample . In this reconstruction, the source decoder may use the previously received signals or some of the future samples as well.
C. Channel Model
The channel model described here includes both the effects of noise and packet loss. It is an approximate model for communications over wireless packet networks; or communications that involve both a wireless and a (packet-based) wireline link. Similar configurations are used in [57] - [60] to provide an end-to-end performance consideration.
A data packet transmitted through the channel may be randomly lost (e.g., due to network congestion); otherwise, the packet arrives at the receiver with certain delay while its contents may possibly be corrupted due to bit-level noise. If the delay is beyond an acceptable limit for the application and/or there is an error in the packet header, the packet is considered lost. Therefore, the channel model used in this work assumes: 1) a random independent loss at the packet level with probability packet loss rate (PLR) and 2) a random memoryless channel degradation at the bit level, e.g., additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with binary phase shift keying (BPSK). The PLR indicates the ensemble probability of packet loss due to various reasons as mentioned previously.
In the followings, for the development of the proposed source decoders, we assume that, at each instant of time, the probability distribution of (channel information) is available at the receiver. If the bit is located in a packet that is lost during transmission, then ; otherwise, this probability reflects the effect of channel degradations at the bit level. Such an abstraction of the channel condition, when observed by the source decoder, provides several advantages. First, the proposed decoders can accommodate the change of channel probability of packet loss or the change in the statistics of bit-level noise. Second, they can take advantage of soft channel (decoder) outputs if available. And third, the decoders can be used to combat the effect of noise, the effect of packet loss, or the effects of both noise and packet loss.
III. RECONSTRUCTION OF LSF PARAMETERS
This section begins with a brief description of the LSF quantizer used in the IS-641 and the GSM-AMR speech codecs and proceeds with the presentation of several MMSE-based reconstruction schemes for this quantizer.
A. IS-641 and GSM-AMR LSF Quantizers
The IS-641 speech codec employs a predictive split-VQ for the quantization of LSF parameters [40] . The input to the quantizer is a ten-dimensional LSF vector per each frame of speech. A first-order moving average scalar prediction is employed to exploit the redundancies between the adjacent frames. Next, the resulting ten-dimensional LSF prediction residue vector is quantized using a 3-split split-VQ [55] with an overall rate of 26 bits per frame (bpf). In other words, the vector of prediction residues are split into three vectors of dimensions (3, 3, 4) and quantized using three full-search VQs with bit-rates (8, 9, 9) bits, respectively. This configuration is used in four out of the eight modes/rates available in the GSM-AMR standard [39] . Three other modes in this standard also use the same 3-split split VQ, but with different bitrates. The last mode of the GSM-AMR codec uses a split matrix quantizer [61] instead.
The GSM-AMR speech coder attempts to remove the interframe redundancy by using a first-order moving average (MA) predictor. Using such a predictor is motivated for keeping both the source coder complexity and the propagation of channel errors at a lower level. However, there is a mismatch between this simple first-order model and the interframe dependencies of the source. Therefore, there remains some level of interframe residual redundancy, which can be exploited for improved reconstruction at the receiver.
It is well-known that there is a high level of intraframe dependency among the LSF parameters within a frame (see, e.g., [56] for an analysis). The source coder under consideration attempts to exploit this intraframe dependency by using a 3-split split-VQ. However, due to its suboptimality, there remains some level of intraframe redundancy between the quantizer three output symbols, which can be utilized at the receiver for improved signal reconstruction over noisy channels.
B. MMSE-Based Reconstruction Schemes
The source decoder corresponding to the predictive 3-split VQ used for LSF parameters in the GSM-AMR and the IS-641 codecs is designed to produce the minimum mean squared error estimate of the LSF parameters given the received sequence , where is the delay allowed in the decoding process. Based on the fundamental theorem of estimation, this is given by (1) In [27] , a sequence MMSE decoder is presented for high-quality reconstruction of predictively encoded signals over noisy channels. An asymptotically optimum MMSE decoder for reconstruction of memoryless and predictive coded signals is proposed in [26] and [27] , respectively. Other related prior works are available, e.g., in [8] , [10] , [14] - [17] . Here, our objective is to design an efficient reconstruction solution, where ultimately the decoders act as an error concealment unit at the receiver. Therefore, we focus on low complexity yet effective solutions [approximations to (1) ], which may not necessarily be the best possible solutions (in terms of the decoded signal to reconstruction noise ratio).
The proposed MMSE decoders reconstruct each split of the LSF prediction residues separately. Subsequently, the reconstructed LSF prediction residue vector is fed to the ordinary predictive split-VQ decoder of GSM-AMR. Unless distinguishing different splits is required, in the following, we use the notation to indicate any of the three splits of LSF prediction residues. Similarly, and denote the corresponding source coder output symbol and received signal over the channel, respectively. Naturally, for each of the splits its corresponding a priori information is used.
1) Decoders MS0 and MS1: The MS1 decoder is the basic MMSE decoder given by (2) and since in which , the basic MMSE decoder exploits the residual redundancy in the form of the non-uniform symbol probabilities . If we assume that the encoder produces equally probable symbols, , the decoder of (2) collapses to the following decoder:
(3) which in this paper is referred to as the MS0 decoder. This decoder is an MMSE-based decoder which neglects all the residual redundancies. The notation indicates a factor which normalizes the sum of the probabilities to one. Here, .
2) Decoder MS2: The decoder MS2 exploits the interframe residual redundancies and is given by (4) where is the delay allowed in the decoding process. Assuming that the source coder produced symbols form a firstorder Markov model due to the residual redundancy and a memoryless channel as described in Section II-C, the probabilities in (4) are given by (5) where (6) is a forward recursive term exploiting the dependencies of with previous symbols and (7) is a backward recursive term exploiting the dependencies of with symbols in the future. The backward recursion starts from (8) and continues backward until is derived. In (6), is a factor normalizing the sum of probabilities to one. The first-order Markov model is characterized by the transition probabilities or in (6) and (7) . We note that in each time step, the forward recursion of (6) proceeds one step forward in time, while the backward term is recomputed over the entire backward window as indicated in (7) and (8) . The proof for (2)-(8) is presented in the Appendix for a more general case. The MS2 decoder or its variants have been previously presented in [8] , [14] , and [15] . This decoder is in fact a simplified MMSE decoder as presented in [12] and [26] for the case of a first-order Markov model . 3) Decoder MS3: The decoder MS3 exploits both intraframe and interframe residual redundancies for improved signal reconstruction at the receiver. Consider the scenario where the source coder receives the two inputs and and produces two output symbols and at a time. Let us assume that due to the complexity constraints, there is a dependency both in the sequence of data in time and between the two symbols at each time instant. The decoder MS3 exploits both types of residual redundancy and is given by [9] (9)
where is the delay allowed in the decoding process. Assuming two independent first-order Markov models to capture the intraframe and interframe dependencies and a memoryless channel, we have (10) In (10), is a factor which normalizes the sum of probabilities to one. The forward and backward terms are given in (6) and (7), respectively. The last term takes into account the dependencies between the two symbols at each time instant, which is captured by the transition probabilities . The decoder presented in [10] is similar to the decoder in (10) up to the term . For the reconstruction of each of the three splits of LSF parameters in GSM-AMR, using decoder MS3, the required intraframe observation, , is selected to capture the highest level of intraframe dependency. To reconstruct the LSF prediction residues of the first split, the information about the received symbol of the second split is used and vice versa. Also, to reconstruct that of the third split, the information about the received symbol of the second split is used. This selection is due to the fact that the intraframe dependency of LSF parameters is higher between the neighboring parameters.
4) Decoder MS4: The decoder MS3 presented previously is a special case of a more general scheme that is described below. Consider the scenario where at each time instant the source coder, which is composed of quantizers, encodes samples to symbols , respectively, where and is a set of codewords, . Fig. 2 illustrates such a scenario. Let us assume that, due to design constraints, there is a residual redundancy both in the sequence of data in time and between the symbols at each time instant. The decoder MS4 exploits these dependencies and is given by (11) where , and is the delay allowed in the decoding process. Assuming two independent first-order Markov models to capture the intraframe and interframe dependencies and a memoryless channel, the symbol a posteriori probability in (11) is given by (12) which is composed of four terms, namely the forward recursive term, the backward recursive term, and the left and right recursive terms (see Appendix for proof). The forward and backward terms are given in (6) and (7), respectively. The right recursive term exploits the dependencies of symbol with the symbols and is given by (13) where the recursion starts from (14) and continues towards right until is derived. The left recursive term incorporates the dependencies of symbol with the symbols and is given by (15) where the recursion starts from (16) and continues towards left until is calculated. At time instant , first the left and right recursive terms are calculated once for symbols and stored. Next, for each symbol, the forward and backward terms are computed to be used in (12) and derive the desired a posteriori symbol probability. A similar decoder is developed in [25] which exploits both intraframe and interframe dependencies. It is noteworthy that the left and right recursions presented here lend themselves to more efficient implementations as the computations for different dimensions are identical; however, this is not the case in [25] .
Exploiting both the intraframe and the interframe dependencies for efficient source decoding has received considerable attention in recent years. Adrat in a parallel, but independent, work developed a decoder similar to MS4 in [11] . The decoder MS4 exploits intraframe and interframe dependencies independently. These dependencies could be exploited jointly, e.g., using a second-order Markov model, for improved performance, but at the cost of extra complexity. This has been considered by several authors in the context of image coding and exploiting the dependencies in the horizontal and the vertical directions using different decoding rules, e.g., [18] - [20] . A similar idea is suggested in [21] .
C. Complexity Considerations
The computational complexity of the decoders MS2, MS3, and MS4 mainly consists of the computations required for their corresponding recursive terms. In the setup of decoder MS4, these are given by (17) 
in terms of required number of floating-point operations. 1 The memory requirement of the presented decoders is mainly comprised of the memory required to store the a priori transition probabilities. In general, these are matrices of size, e.g., , for the case of interframe probabilities. Both the computational complexity as indicated in (17)- (20) and memory requirements grow exponentially with quantizer bit-rate . For quantizers with large bitrates, therefore, the decoders complexity will increase beyond the limits of practical interest. Consequently, methods to reduce the complexity of the algorithms are of great interest. This issue is also underlined in [14] , [15] , and [26] for related scenarios. It is noteworthy that calculating the transition probabilities could also become problematic with the increase of quantizer bitrate as it requires huge sets of source samples. In the next section, we propose a method for approximating the transition probabilities to address the issues of calculating the transition probabilities and managing the computational complexity and memory requirement of the decoders.
IV. APPROXIMATING THE A PRIORI TRANSITION PROBABILITIES
In this section, we present a technique to efficiently approximate the a priori transition probabilities, based on which lowcomplexity approximate solutions to the presented decoders that employ the residual redundancies can be constructed.
Consider a vector quantizer with a codebook and the corresponding index set of elements. Assume that due to the residual redundancy, the sequence of quantizer output in time forms a first-order Markov model. To derive an approximation to the a priori transition probabilities , we classify the source (and hence the codebook and the index set) to , classes, i.e., in which each class has members . We assume that the classification is performed in a way that the probability of transition from a codeword to another codeword only depends on the class they are located in, i.e.,
Should we have the codebook classified in this manner, we would only need transition probabilities to characterize the Markov model of the encoder output sequence. Subsequently, the relationship between the class and symbol transition probabilities is given by the following simple derivations: (22) in which the last result is derived using the assumption of (21) . Equation (22) shows that the codeword (symbol) transition probabilities can be approximated as a scaled version of the class transition probabilities. Therefore, the problem now 1 In this paper, each addition, multiplication or comparison is considered as one floating-point operation (flop). collapses to that of determining a transition probability matrix of size , which can be found with much less data. Subsequently, this matrix can be stored much more efficiently, reducing the memory requirement by a factor of . The intraframe transition probabilities can be also approximated in a similar fashion. Fig. 3 is a representative diagram of such a scenario.
In order to classify the codebook in a way such that the (21) holds, we suggest LBG [63] quantization of the source with levels and defining the classes as the quantization Voronoi regions. Subsequently, we can classify the codewords of the size codebook. We note that this does not guarantee the validity of the assumption of (21), and it is only an approximate technique. However, our numerical results demonstrate its fruitfulness.
It is straight forward to see that, using this technique, the presented decoders which exploit the residual redundancies (MS2, MS3, and MS4) can be implemented in a much more computationally efficient manner. This is due to the fact that the transition probabilities now depend only on the classes, and the summations in the forward, backward, right, and left recursive equations of (6), (7) , (13) , and (15) can be broken over the classes accordingly. We have The right and left recursive terms of (13) and (15) will be given by similar approximate expressions. This leads to a noticeably smaller computational complexity. In the setup of decoder MS4 (Section III-B4), assuming that the codebook , is partitioned to classes, the computational complexity is now given by (25) (26) (27) (28) in terms of the required number of floating-point operations. If any of the recursive terms other than the forward term is used, the computational complexity also includes an overhead of to calculate the channel related probabilities of classes from their corresponding symbol probabilities at each time instant (see, e.g., (24) for the case of backward recursive term). In (25)- (28) , it is assumed that the a priori information is stored in the form of scaled class transition probabilities, e.g., for the case of dependencies over time. Fig. 4 presents the performance of decoder MS2 for the reconstruction of a source encoded with a scalar quantizer at rates and bits/sample ( and ). The source is a th-order Gauss-Markov source with coefficients given in Table I . These coefficients correspond to the LPC coefficients of one 20-ms frame of speech. The original transition probabilities are given by and 256 256-sized matrices. In Fig. 4 , the performance of decoder MS2 with different number of classes is depicted. It is clear that negligible performance degradation is caused by selecting the number of classes as small as 4 and 32 for cases of and , respectively. In return, this indicates a respective 4 and 64 times reduction of memory requirement and 2.7 and 46 times reduction of computational complexity.
V. PACKETIZATION STRATEGY
Interleaving during packetization, as an MDC strategy, creates robustness to packet loss through proper diversification (distribution) of the data across different packets (descriptions). Subsequently, a (source) decoding technique, matched to the packetization scheme, is employed which exploits the diversity for improved reconstruction. For packetization of CELP-based coded speech, a popular method is to interleave the encoded speech bitstream across packets on a frame-by-frame basis [45] , [48] . This is matched to the employed error concealment scheme, which often relies on the interframe dependencies and estimates the parameters of the missing speech frames from the corresponding data in the previous frames. Examples of such error concealment schemes are suggested for CELP-based speech codecs of GSM-AMR [38] and IS-641 [40] . Fig. 5 shows a representative diagram for interleaving a set of frames of data , across packets . In this paper, we propose a packetization strategy that is matched to the presented source decoders exploiting both interframe and intraframe dependencies. Consider the scenario where the source coder outputs certain number of bits at each time instant (frame). Let us assume that these bits may be partitioned into bundles of data where in general, there are dependencies between the (neighboring) data bundles at each time instant, i.e., within a frame, and over time, i.e., between frames. The proposed packetization rule takes into account these dependencies and is given by (29) which distributes a set of frames of data, each composed of bundles, across packets ( indicates the diversity depth). In (29), we have , , , , , , , where is the bundle number, , , indicates the frame number, ,
, indicates the packet number, and is the modulo operation in base . Also, is a notion of time indicating the set of frames to be interleaved. For a given , , , and , (29) determines in which packet , the bundle of frame is to be located. Fig. 6 illustrates the case for , , and . As seen, if one of the packets is lost, the other packet contains all the neighboring bundles of the missing data which are utilized by the source decoder to reconstruct the missing bundles. For the case of , (29) is simplified to the interleaving scheme of [7] as exemplified in Fig. 5 .
It is noteworthy that the proposed packetization strategy imposes a maximum delay of frames. Equation (29) presents a general formulation with three design parameters , , and . The design is performed based on a tradeoff of diversity, delay, and bandwidth (due to packet header), which ultimately affect the performance. Real-time voice communications have a tight delay budget, while noninteractive applications such as streaming tolerate larger delays and, therefore, can benefit from packetization schemes with higher diversity.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, the performance of the proposed source decoding and packetization schemes for reconstruction of LSF parameters of speech, encoded with GSM-AMR codec, and transmitted over a channel disturbed by noise and/or packet loss is presented.
A. Experimental Setup
We use a training database of 175 726 LSF vectors, each representing the spectrum of a 20-ms frame of speech. This database contains a combination of clean speech and speech with background noise from a number of male and female speakers. Another outside test database of 30 000 LSF vectors derived from a recorded clean speech is used to test the performance of the proposed decoders. 2 The average spectral distortion measure (measured in the frequency range of Hz to Hz) is employed to measure the objective quality of the reconstructed LPC coefficients. This criterion is a function of the distortion introduced in the power spectral density of speech in each particular frame. The spectral distortion in the th frame is given by (30) , shown at the bottom of the page, in which (31) and (32) are the original and reconstructed power spectral density of the th frame, respectively. The terms and are the corresponding original and reconstructed LPC filters. We also use signal to reconstruction noise ratio (dB) to evaluate the effect of error on individual LSF parameters.
As a reference for comparison, we use the error concealment scheme suggested for the GSM-AMR [38] , [39] , and IS-641 [40] speech codecs. In this scheme, a cyclic redundancy check code (CRC) is used for the first two splits of the split-VQ. If the CRC fails due to bit error, a bad frame indicator flag (BFI) is set, and the error concealment process is activated. In this case, the LSF parameters are replaced by (33) where indicates the th reconstructed LSF parameter at time instant , and is the average value of th LSF parameter. In our simulations of IS-641, we simulate the same procedure. The quantization indices of all the three splits of a frame are located in the same packet. If the BFI is set due to bit error or the LSF parameters are missing due to packet loss, the error concealment process mentioned previously is activated.
B. Complexity Considerations for Proposed MMSE-Based Decoders
The required a priori transition probabilities, modeling the interframe dependencies of GSM-AMR encoded LSF parameters, are described with one 2 2 matrix for the first split and two 2 2 probability transition matrices for the other two splits. One can see that finding these values requires a very large speech database which can make the task impractical. As well, the memory required to store these matrices is more than 2 MB. Therefore, approximation of these values is inevitable. Using the method described in Section IV with a class size of for each of the splits, the problem is reduced to calculating three 2 2 transition probability matrices and only 12 kB of memory requirement. As well, we use the same technique (with ) to approximate the transition probabilities between the splits, which model the intraframe residual redundancies of GSM-AMR encoded LSF parameters.
In terms of computational complexity of the decoders, this approximation leads to a reduction by an impressive factor of 118 for the forward recursion and a factor of 192 for the backward, left and right recursive terms [see (17)-(20) and (25)-(28)]. In the following section, we use these configurations and study the performance of the system. The choice of with and is motivated by the results presented in Fig. 4 and is further supported by the simulation results of the next section.
C. Numerical Results
Six decoding schemes are considered here. First, the error concealment scheme from the standard (GSM-AMR, IS-641) is considered as a reference. The methods MS0 and MS1 are the basic MMSE reconstruction algorithms neglecting all the residual redundancies with MS1 exploiting the symbol a priori probability [(3) and (2), respectively]. The method MS2 exploits only interframe redundancies for reconstruction [(4) and (5) ]. The method MS3 exploits both intraframe and interframe residual redundancies at the receiver using an approximate formulation [(9) and (10) ]. Finally, the method MS4 is the most comprehensive scheme considered here, which also exploits intraframe and interframe redundancies [(11) and (12)]. We use the packetization scheme of Fig. 6 with decoders MS3 and MS4 which exploit the intraframe and interframe redundancies. The three bundles of each frame, as demonstrated in Fig. 6 , now correspond to the three splits of the split-VQ, containing 8,9, and 9 bits, respectively. For all other decoders that base their estimation of missing/erroneous LSF parameters on interframe dependencies, we use the packetization scheme of Fig. 5 . In [28] , based on a Gaussian mixture modelling of the probability distribution of the LSF parameters in GSM-AMR, a loss concealment algorithm is proposed which estimates the missing splits based on the present ones. Table II presents the performance of the above-mentioned schemes for reconstruction of the split-VQ encoded LSF parameters transmitted using a BPSK modulation over an AWGN channel with soft outputs. Also, the performance of these schemes in presence of packet loss is provided in Table III (packet erasure channel). It is clear from the tables that employing the symbol a priori probability, interframe, and intraframe residual redundancies constantly improves the reconstruction quality. The method MS3 is always better than MS2, MS2 is always better than MS1 and MS1 is always better than MS0 even in good channel conditions. In poor channel conditions, the MMSE decoders rely more on the source a priori information. Therefore, the performance advantage of MS1, MS2, and MS3 is higher in these channel conditions. As expected, the method MS4 provides certain level of performance improvement over the MS3 decoder due to its more accurate formulation. However, the amount of such improvement suggests that the decoder MS3 still provides a reasonable approximation and given its complexity advantage, it could be an attractive choice for the current application. The advantage of exploiting the intraframe residual redundancies are higher compared to that of interframe redundancies, and this is due to the use of the first order MA prediction at the source coder, which partially removes the interframe dependencies. Table IV presents the performance gain of the proposed decoders over the standard method in presence of both noise and packet loss. The gain is given in terms of improvement of signal to reconstruction noise ratio for each of the reconstructed LSF parameters. From Table IV , it is observed that the proposed schemes achieve substantial gains over the standard. The average gain over the standard reaches 4.14 dB for the MS4 decoder. The level of performance improvement provided by different considered methods follow a pattern similar to what described above; by exploiting more of the available residual redundancy during the source decoding process, a higher quality reconstruction of the source is achieved. The provided results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed decoders.
As discussed before, the suggested packetization process imposes a delay of up to frames. This delay contributes to the diversity of the packetization scheme. As well, the decoders MS2, MS3, and MS4 utilize this delay for more effective reconstruction exploiting the dependency of a frame with the subsequent frames. As mentioned, this is a design parameter for constructing effective packetization schemes.
VII. CONCLUSION
Several techniques for efficient error concealment of LSF parameters in GSM-AMR codec transmitted over a channel disturbed with noise and/or packet loss are presented. These schemes are MMSE-based decoders that exploit the intraframe and the interframe residual redundancies. The decoders maintain a manageable level of complexity, thanks to a proposed methodology for efficient approximation of the a priori transition probabilities. Also, a packetization strategy, that is matched to the considered decoders, based on the concepts of multiple description coding is presented. Numerical results are provided, which demonstrate the effectiveness of the suggested reconstruction schemes.
One possible direction of future research is the extension of the presented decoding methods to also exploit the memory of the channel for improved reconstruction at the receiver. This is expected to be achieved at the cost of increased complexity; however, the amount of gain and the increase in complexity is subject to further investigations. A related prior work, which can serve as a good starting point for such studies is presented in [17] .
Another useful direction is to explore other, possibly more accurate, approximations of the a priori transition probabilities. Also of interest, is to explore the possible gains due to using higher order Markov models to exploit the available residual redundancies. A good starting point is [20] .
APPENDIX
The symbol a posteriori probabilities, described in Section III-B4, are calculated by the following equation as detailed below (Fig. 2 illustrates such a scenario): (34) where , and . In (34) , it is assumed that each symbol is dependent to the symbols to its left, right, previous, and after (in time) through a first-order Markov model, but it is independent of the other symbols. The memoryless assumption of the channel is also utilized. Equation (34) shows that the desired symbol a posteriori probability is composed of four multiplying terms, namely the forward recursive, backward recursive, right recursive, and left recursive terms. The forward and backward terms exploit the residual redundancies in time, while the right and left recursive terms exploit the intraframe redundancies present between different source coder produced symbols at each time instant.
The forward term is given by (35) in which and . The backward term is calculated as follows:
Considering the memoryless assumption of the channel, we have , which simplifies the backward equation to (36) which is calculated recursively at each time instant, starting from and continuing backward in steps until is found. Equation (36) for the backward recursive term can be rewritten as (37) Similarly, the right recursive term is given by (38) which is calculated recursively at each time instant, starting from is found. and continuing towards right in steps.
In the same fashion, the left recursive term is given by (39) which is calculated recursively at each time instant, starting from is found. and continuing towards left in steps.
